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VQIGVJGTYKVJVJKUJCPFDQQMCPF(#1NGIKUNCVKXGUVWF[ő(QTGUV(KTGUCPFVJG
.CYŒHQTOCRCEMCIGQHDCUGFQEWOGPVUHQTKPUVKVWVKQPUVTGPIVJGPKPICPFECRCEKV[
DWKNFKPIKPſTGOCPCIGOGPVGURGEKCNN[KPFGXGNQRKPIEQWPVTKGU
(#14QOG0QXGODGT
,KO%CTNG
%JKGH
(QTGUV/CPCIGOGPV6GCO
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24'#/$.'
#UUEKGPVKUVUCPFNCPFOCPCIGTUYJQHQEWUQPſTGCPFKVUGHHGEVUQPPCVWTCN
GEQU[UVGOUYGTGEQIPK\GVJCVENKOCVGRNC[UCEGPVTCNTQNGKPUJCRKPIſTGTGIKOGU
QXGTNQPIVKOGUECNGUCPFKPIGPGTCVKPIUJQTVVGTOYGCVJGTVJCVFTKXGUſTGGXGPVU
6JGUEKGPEGUWTTQWPFKPIJWOCPECWUGFENKOCVGEJCPIGEQPVKPWGUVQUVTGPIVJGP
CPFVJGYGCVJGTRCVVGTPUVJCVUJCRGVJGGEQU[UVGOUYJGTGYGNKXGCPFYQTMOC[
DGCNVGTGFFTCOCVKECNN[QXGTVJGEQOKPIFGECFGU+PCPVKEKRCVKQPQHUWEJEJCPIGUKV
KUKORQTVCPVVQEQPUKFGTJQYſTGOCPCIGOGPVUVTCVGIKGUOC[GPCDNGWUVQTGURQPF
VQCEJCPIKPIINQDCNENKOCVGCPFVJGTGD[TGFWEGRQVGPVKCNFKUTWRVKQPUVQRNCPV
EQOOWPKVKGUſTGTGIKOGUCPFWNVKOCVGN[GEQU[UVGORTQEGUUGUCPFUGTXKEGU
%WTTGPVN[YGCTGQDUGTXKPIUGTKQWUYKNFNCPFſTGEQPFKVKQPUUWEJCUKPETGCUKPI
PWODGTUQHNCTIGCPFUGXGTGYKNFſTGUNGPIVJGPGFYKNFſTGUGCUQPUKPETGCUGFCTGC
DWTPGFCPFKPETGCUKPIPWODGTUQHNCTIGYKNFſTGUKPſTGUGPUKVKXGGEQU[UVGOU GI
VTQRKECNTCKPHQTGUVUCPFCTKFFGUGTVU 4GEGPVTGUGCTEJUWIIGUVUVJCVVJGUGVTGPFUCTG
KPRCTVTGNCVGFVQUJKHVUKPENKOCVG
#UVGORGTCVWTGUKPETGCUGſTGYKNNDGEQOGVJGRTKOCT[CIGPVQHXGIGVCVKQPEJCPIG
CPFJCDKVCVEQPXGTUKQPKPOCP[PCVWTCNGEQU[UVGOU(QTGZCORNGVGORGTCVG
FT[HQTGUVUEQWNFDGEQPXGTVGFVQITCUUNCPFUQTOQKUVVTQRKECNHQTGUVUEQWNFDG
EQPXGTVGFVQFT[YQQFNCPFU(QNNQYKPIWPEJCTCEVGTKUVKEJKIJUGXGTKV[ſTGUUGGFNKPI
TGGUVCDNKUJOGPVEQWNFDGJKPFGTGFD[PGYCPFWPUWKVCDNGENKOCVGU2NCPVCPFCPKOCN
URGEKGUCNTGCF[XWNPGTCDNGFWGVQJWOCPCEVKXKVKGUOC[DGRWVCVITGCVGTTKUMQH
GZVKPEVKQPCUVJGKTVTCFKVKQPCNJCDKVCVUDGEQOGKTTGXGTUKDN[OQFKſGFD[UGXGTGſTG
5VTGCOUCPFſUJGTKGUEQWNFDGKORCEVGFD[EJCPIKPIENKOCVGUCPFſTGTGIKOGUYKVJ
GCTNKGTRGCMƀQYUNQYGTUWOOGTƀQYUCPFYCTOGTYCVGTGXGPKHGEQU[UVGOUFQPŏV
DWTP(KPCNN[GZVTGOGYKNFſTGGXGPVUCPFCNGPIVJGPGFſTGUGCUQPOC[ITGCVN[
KPETGCUGVJGTKUMVQJWOCPNKXGUCPFKPHTCUVTWEVWTGURCTVKEWNCTN[YKVJKPVJGYKNFNCPF
WTDCPKPVGTHCEG
9GCEMPQYNGFIGVJCVVJGTGCTGWPEGTVCKPVKGUKPRTQLGEVKPINQECNKORCEVUQHENKOCVG
EJCPIGJQYGXGTYKVJQWVVCMKPICEVKQPVQOCPCIGſTGFGRGPFGPVGEQU[UVGOUVQFC[
CPFKPVJGCDUGPEGQHVJQWIJVHWNRTGRCTCVKQPCPFRNCPPKPIHQTVJGHWVWTGYKNFNCPF
ſTGUCTGNKMGN[VQDGEQOGKPETGCUKPIN[FKHſEWNVVQOCPCIG
9GVJGOGODGTUQHVJG#UUQEKCVKQPHQT(KTG'EQNQI[VJCVGPFQTUGFVJKUFQEWOGPV
CVVJG6JKTF+PVGTPCVKQPCN(KTG'EQNQI[CPF/CPCIGOGPV%QPITGUUUWRRQTVVJG
HQNNQYKPIEQPUKFGTCVKQPUHQTRNCPPKPICPFOCPCIGOGPVVQGPJCPEGGEQU[UVGO
TGUKNKGPE[VQYKNFNCPFſTGKPCEJCPIKPIINQDCNENKOCVG



6JKUFGENCTCVKQPTGRTGUGPVUVJGRQUKVKQPQHVJG#UUQEKCVKQPHQT(KTG'EQNQI[CPFQVJGTUKIPCVQTKGUCPFOC[PQVTGRTG
UGPVVJGRQUKVKQPQHQVJGTQTICPKUCVKQPUQTCIGPEKGUURQPUQTKPIVJG%QPITGU



$#%-)4170&
$QVJſTGCPFENKOCVGTGIKOGUKPVGTCEVYKVJQVJGTPCVWTCNRTQEGUUGUVQFKTGEVVJG
HQTOCVKQPQHXGIGVCVKQPKPGEQU[UVGOU)KXGPVJCVENKOCVGCPFſTGTGIKOGUCTG
NKPMGFVJTQWIJXGIGVCVKQPEJCPIGUKPENKOCVGECPNGCFVQNCTIGQTUOCNNEJCPIGU
KPſTGTGIKOGU%NKOCVGCPFſTGTGIKOGUCTGCNUQFKTGEVN[EQPPGEVGFVJTQWIJ
VJGENKOCVGFTKXGTUQHKIPKVKQPUCPFſTGYGCVJGT%NKOCVGKPƀWGPEGUDQVJYJGTG
CPFJQYXGIGVCVKQPITQYUCPFVJGTGD[ETGCVGUVJGHWGNEQPFKVKQPUVJCVFTKXGſTG
HTGSWGPE[KPVGPUKV[UGXGTKV[CPFUGCUQPCNKV[2TGEKRKVCVKQPCPFVGORGTCVWTG
RCVVGTPUTGIWNCVGVJGCEEWOWNCVKQPQHHWGNU+PUQOGGEQU[UVGOUYGV[GCTUOC[
RTQOQVGŒDQQOŒXGIGVCVKXG HWGNU EQPFKVKQPUYJKNGFTQWIJV[GCTURTQOQVGŒDWUVŒ
CPFVJGDWTPKPIQHVJGŒDQQOŒXGIGVCVKQP(WTVJGTYGMPQYVJCVVJGKPGXKVCDNG
FT[[GCTURCTVKEWNCTN[YJGPYCTOCTGCUUQEKCVGFYKVJNCTIGTſTGUDQVJKPUK\G
CPFPWODGTGURGEKCNN[YJGTGHWGNKUCDWPFCPV(KTGECPCNUQEQPVTKDWVGVQVJG
RTQDNGOQHKPETGCUKPIITGGPJQWUGICUGOKUUKQPUDGECWUGKVKUCUQWTEGQH%1CPF
RCTVKEWNCVGGOKUUKQPUYJKEJOC[CHHGEVNQECNCPFTGIKQPCNCKTSWCNKV[CPFYQTNFYKFG
ENKOCVG
*KUVQTKECNſTGTGIKOGUJCXGDGGPFKUTWRVGFKPOCP[GEQU[UVGOU(CEVQTUUWEJ
CUJWOCPCEVKXKVKGUCPFNCPFFGXGNQROGPVNQUUQHKPFKIGPQWUDWTPKPIRTCEVKEGU
CPFſTGUWRRTGUUKQPJCXGCNNNGFVQEJCPIGUKPUQOGRNCPVEQOOWPKVKGUJKUVQTKECNN[
UJCRGFD[RCTVKEWNCTſTGTGIKOGU*WOCPCEVKXKVKGUJCXGUKIPKſECPVN[KPETGCUGF
VJGPWODGTQHKIPKVKQPUKPOCP[VGORGTCVGDQTGCNCPFVTQRKECNTGIKQPU(WGNNQCFU
JCXGKPETGCUGFKPUQOGVGORGTCVGHQTGUVUYJGTGNQYKPVGPUKV[ſTGUYGTGJKUVQTKECNN[
VJGPQTO+PUQOGTCPIGNCPFUUJTWDUJCXGDGGPTGRNCEGFD[CPPWCNITCUUGUQT
EQNQPK\KPIVTGGU*WOCPECWUGFDWTPKPIJCUKPETGCUGFſTGHTGSWGPE[KPUQOG
VTQRKECNTGIKQPUYJGTGſTGUGPUKVKXGGEQU[UVGOUFQOKPCVG
+VUJQWNFDGPQVGFVJCVPQVCNNXGIGVCVKQPV[RGUKPJCXGDGGPUKIPKſECPVN[CNVGTGFD[
ſTGUWRRTGUUKQP/CP[UJTWDNCPFGEQU[UVGOUUWEJCU%CNKHQTPKCEJCRCTTCNDWTP
YKVJJKIJUGXGTKV[WPFGTGZVTGOGYGCVJGTEQPFKVKQPUCPFſTGOCPCIGOGPVKPVJG
VJCPFUVEGPVWTKGUJCUPQVCRRTGEKCDN[EJCPIGFVJGKTDWTPKPIRCVVGTPU%QCUVCN
OGUKEEQPKHGTQWUHQTGUVUKPVJG0QTVJYGUVGTP75JCXGPQVDGGPOQFKſGFVQCITGCV
GZVGPVD[ſTGUWRRTGUUKQPRQNKEKGUDGECWUGſTGTQVCVKQPUKPVJKUCTGCCTGOWEJ
NQPIGTVJCPVJGRGTKQFQHſTGUWRRTGUUKQP+PQVJGTHQTGUVUUWEJCU4QEM[/QWPVCKP
NQFIGRQNGRKPGJKIJUGXGTKV[ſTGUGXGT[[GCTUCTGGEQNQIKECNN[CRRTQRTKCVG
CPFſTGUWRRTGUUKQPJCURTQDCDN[PQVCHHGEVGFVJGUGGEQU[UVGOUVQCITGCVGZVGPV
6JGGEQU[UVGOUOQUVKORCEVGFD[ſTGUWRRTGUUKQPCTGHQTGUVUVJCVQPEGGZRGTKGPEGF
TGIKOGUQHHTGSWGPVNQYOQFGTCVGKPVGPUKV[ſTGUVJGUGGEQU[UVGOUCTGRTQDCDN[VJG
OQUVXWNPGTCDNGVQCNVGTGFſTGTGIKOGUHTQOEJCPIKPIENKOCVGU
#RRTQCEJGUVQTGUVQTGſTGCFCRVGFGEQU[UVGOUQHVGPTGSWKTGVTGCVOGPVQTTGOQXCNQH
GZEGUUHWGNU GIVJTQWIJOGEJCPKECNVJKPPKPIRTGUETKDGFſTGQTOGEJCPKECNſTG
EQODKPCVKQPU TGFWEKPIVTGGFGPUKVKGUKPWPEJCTCEVGTKUVKECNN[ETQYFGFHQTGUVUCPF
CRRNKECVKQPQHſTGVQRTQOQVGVJGITQYVJQHPCVKXGRNCPVUCPFTGGUVCDNKUJFGUKTGF
XGIGVCVKQPCPFHWGNEQPFKVKQPU'ZEGUUHWGNUCTGVJQUGVJCVUWRRQTVJKIJGTKPVGPUKV[
CPFUGXGTKV[ſTGUVJCPVJQUGWPFGTYJKEJVJGRCTVKEWNCTGEQU[UVGOGXQNXGFQTCTG
FGUKTGFVQOGGVOCPCIGOGPVQDLGEVKXGU(QTGZCORNGKPFT[YGUVGTP75HQTGUVU
VJCVQPEGDWTPGFHTGSWGPVN[CJKIJFGPUKV[QHVTGGUCPFCNCTIGUWTHCEGHWGNNQCF
QHVGPRTQOQVGUETQYPſTGUVJCVDWTPQXGTXGT[NCTIGCTGCU5QOGQHVJGUGUCOG
HQTGUVUQPEGƀQWTKUJGFWPFGTCſTGTGIKOGYJGTGHTGSWGPVPQPNGVJCNNQYKPVGPUKV[
UWTHCEGſTGUYGTGVJGPQTOCPFNCTIGUECNGETQYPſTGUYGTGTCTG/CPCIGTUUJQWNF


FGVGTOKPGKHHQTGUVUECPDGTGUVQTGFVQYJCVVJG[QPEGYGTGQTKHCPQVJGTFGUKTGF
EQPFKVKQPKUOQTGCRRTQRTKCVG+HKVKUPQVCRRTQRTKCVGVQTGUVQTGGEQU[UVGOUVQC
RTGXKQWUEQPFKVKQPDGECWUGQHGZRGEVGFPQXGNENKOCVGEQPFKVKQPUVJGPOCPCIGTU
UJQWNFFGXGNQRPGYEQPUGTXCVKQPCPFOCPCIGOGPVUVTCVGIKGUCPFVCEVKEUCKOGFCV
OKVKICVKPICPFOKPKOK\KPIWPEJCTCEVGTKUVKEſTGDGJCXKQTCPFGHHGEVU
%NKOCVGEJCPIGOC[KPVGTCEVYKVJQVJGTJWOCPCEVKXKVKGUVQHWTVJGTEJCPIGſTG
TGIKOGU(QTGZCORNGKPOWEJQHVJGYGUVGTP75UKPEGVJGUNCTIGſTGUJCXG
DGEQOGOQTGEQOOQPVJCPVJG[YGTGGCTNKGTKPVJGEGPVWT[6JKUJCUQHVGPDGGP
CVVTKDWVGFVQKPETGCUGFHWGNNQCFUCUCTGUWNVQHſTGGZENWUKQP*QYGXGTCPWODGT
QHTGUGCTEJUVWFKGUUWIIGUVVJCVENKOCVGEJCPIGKUCNUQRNC[KPICUKIPKſECPVTQNG
KPUQOGTGIKQPUGNGXCVKQPUCPFGEQU[UVGOV[RGU+PVJGYGUVGTP75TGUGCTEJGTU
TGEGPVN[KFGPVKſGFCPKPETGCUGKPſTGUGCUQPFWTCVKQPKPOKFGNGXCVKQPCNHQTGUVU
6JGUGEJCPIGUYGTGEQTTGNCVGFYKVJGCTNKGTURTKPIUPQYOGNVFCVGU9KVJINQDCN
VGORGTCVWTGURTQLGEVGFVQTKUGVJTQWIJQWVVJKUEGPVWT[KPETGCUGUKPſTGUGCUQPNGPIVJ
CPFſTGUK\GECPDGGZRGEVGFVQEQPVKPWG
%NKOCVGEJCPIGECPNGCFVQTCRKFCPFEQPVKPWQWUEJCPIGUVJCVFKUTWRVPCVWTCN
RTQEGUUGUCPFRNCPVEQOOWPKVKGU#TGOCPCIGTUUCHGKPCUUWOKPIVJCVVQOQTTQYŏU
ENKOCVGYKNNOKOKEVJCVQHVJGNCUVUGXGTCNFGECFGU!+PETGCUGFVGORGTCVWTGUCTG
RTQLGEVGFVQNGCFVQDTQCFUECNGCNVGTCVKQPQHUVQTOVTCEMUVJGTGD[EJCPIKPI
RTGEKRKVCVKQPRCVVGTPU*KUVQTKECNFCVCUJQYVJCVUWEJEJCPIGUKPRCUVOKNNGPPKC
YGTGQHVGPCEEQORCPKGFD[FKUTWRVKQPQHſTGTGIKOGUYKVJOCLQTOKITCVKQPCPF
TGQTICPK\CVKQPQHXGIGVCVKQPCVTGIKQPCNCPFEQPVKPGPVCNUECNGU'ZGTEKUGUKP
OQFGNKPIQHRQUUKDNGGEQNQIKECNTGURQPUGUJCXGKNNWUVTCVGFVJGRQVGPVKCNEQORNGZ
TGURQPUGUQHſTGTGIKOGUCPFXGIGVCVKXGEQOOWPKVKGU6JGUGGZGTEKUGUKPFKECVGVJCV
FTCOCVKEEJCPIGUKPſTGTGIKOGUCPFQVJGTPCVWTCNFKUVWTDCPEGRTQEGUUGUCTGNKMGN[
+PFGGFUQOGDGNKGXGVJCVVJGKORCEVUQHENKOCVGEJCPIGOC[CNTGCF[DGGOGTIKPI
CUFQEWOGPVGFKPYKFGURTGCFKPUGEVKPHGUVCVKQPUCPFVTGGFKGQHHUCETQUUUQOGCTGCU
KPVJGYGUVGTP75CPF$TKVKUJ%QNWODKCCPFOQTGTCRKFCPFGCTNKGTOGNVKPIQHUPQY
RCEMU&GXGNQRKPIDQVJUJQTVCPFNQPIVGTOſTGCPFHWGNUOCPCIGOGPVTGURQPUGU
VJCVKORTQXGVJGTGUKNKGPEGQHCRRTQRTKCVGGEQU[UVGOUYJKNGTGFWEKPIWPFGUKTGF
KORCEVUVQUQEKGV[YKNNDGETKVKECN
%JCPIGUKPENKOCVGOC[NKOKVVJGCDKNKV[VQOCPCIGYKNFNCPFſTGCPFCRRN[
RTGUETKDGFſTGCETQUUVJGNCPFUECRG7PFGTHWVWTGFTQWIJVCPFJKIJVGORGTCVWTG
UEGPCTKQUſTGUOC[DGEQOGNCTIGTOQTGSWKEMN[CPFEQWNFDGOQTGFKHſEWNV
VQOCPCIG(KTGUWRRTGUUKQPEQUVUOC[EQPVKPWGVQKPETGCUGYKVJFGETGCUKPI
GHHGEVKXGPGUUWPFGTGZVTGOGſTGYGCVJGTCPFHWGNEQPFKVKQPU+PUQOGVGORGTCVGCPF
DQTGCNTGIKQPUKVKUGZRGEVGFVJCVOQTGCETGUYKNNDWTPCPFCVJKIJGTUGXGTKVKGUVJCP
JKUVQTKECNN[QDUGTXGF+PJWOKFVTQRKECNTGIKQPUGZRQUGFVQUGXGTGFTQWIJVUXCUV
HQTGUVUEQWNFDWTPOCMKPIKVFKHſEWNVHQTHQTGUVOCPCIGTUVQRTGXGPVHCTOGTUHTQO
GPVGTKPIFGUVTQ[GFHQTGUVUCPFGUVCDNKUJKPIPGYHCTOU)NQDCNN[PGYſTGTGIKOGU
YQWNFDGCUUQEKCVGFYKVJUJKHVUKPGEQU[UVGOUVTWEVWTGCPFHWPEVKQPCPFNKMGN[
EJCPIGUKPDKQFKXGTUKV[



#RRTQCEJGUVQſTGOCPCIGOGPVVJCVTGEQIPK\GVJGRQVGPVKCNHQTITGCVGTXCTKCDKNKV[
CPFFKTGEVKQPCNEJCPIGKPHWVWTGENKOCVGUOC[JGNRVQTGFWEGGEQNQIKECNCPFUQEKGVCN
XWNPGTCDKNKV[VQEJCPIKPIſTGTGIKOGU5WEJCRRTQCEJGUCTGNKMGN[VQKORTQXGſTG
OCPCIGOGPVCPFGEQU[UVGOJGCNVJ#IQCNEQWNFDGVQTGFWEGVJGXWNPGTCDKNKV[DQVJ
GEQNQIKECNN[CPFUQEKCNN[VQVJGWPEGTVCKPVKGUVJCVCEEQORCP[CEJCPIKPIENKOCVG
(QTGZCORNGKHOCPCIGTUTGUVQTGUQOGHQTGUVUCUCOGCPUVQKPETGCUGGEQU[UVGO
TGUKNKGPE[VQENKOCVGEJCPIGVJG[YKNNCNUQDGKORTQXKPIDKQFKXGTUKV[CPFRTQVGEVKPI
KORQTVCPVHQTGUVTGUQWTEGU+PVJGJWOKFVTQRKEUKHOCPCIGTUOCMGCEQPEGTVGF
GHHQTVVQRTGXGPVſTGHTQOGPVGTKPITCKPHQTGUVUFWTKPIFTQWIJV[GCTUVJGPVJG[YQWNF
DGTGFWEKPIVJGTKUMQHHWVWTGſTGUCPFKNNGICNNQIIKPIGXGPKHFTQWIJVUFKFPQV
DGEQOGOQTGHTGSWGPVCPFUGXGTGYKVJCEJCPIKPIENKOCVG
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4GEGPVEJCPIGUKPENKOCVGCPFſTGRCVVGTPUJCXGDGGPQDUGTXGFKPOCP[CTGCUQH
VJGYQTNFCPFEWTTGPVRTQLGEVKQPUCTGVJCVQPIQKPICPFNQPIVGTOEJCPIGUCTG
NKMGN[9GDGNKGXGVJCVVJGCEVKQPUQWVNKPGFDGNQYEQWNFJGNROCPCIGTUVQDG
DGVVGTRTGRCTGFVQCPVKEKRCVGCPFOKVKICVGRQVGPVKCNPGICVKXGGHHGEVUQHXCTKCDNGCPF
EJCPIKPIHWVWTGGPXKTQPOGPVU
(KTGCPF'EQU[UVGO/CPCIGOGPV
Ŗ +PEQTRQTCVGVJGNKMGNKJQQFQHOQTGUGXGTGſTGYGCVJGTNGPIVJGPGFYKNFſTG
UGCUQPUCPFNCTIGTUK\GFſTGUKPUQOGGEQU[UVGOUYJGPRNCPPKPICPF
CNNQECVKPIDWFIGVUYJKEJVTCFKVKQPCNN[CTGDCUGFQPJKUVQTKECNſTGQEEWTTGPEG
Ŗ /CMGWUGQHDQVJUJQTVVGTOſTGYGCVJGTRTQFWEVU#0&UGCUQPVQUGCUQP
CPF[GCTVQ[GCTENKOCVGCPFſTGQWVNQQMUVJCVCTGKPETGCUKPIN[CXCKNCDNG
HTQOŒRTGFKEVKXGUGTXKEGUŒITQWRUKPHGFGTCNCIGPEKGUCPFRCTVKEWNCTN[
VJGUWDTGIKQPCNXCTKCVKQPUKPCPVKEKRCVGFſTGJC\CTFUVJCVGPCDNGUVTCVGIKE
CNNQECVKQPQHſTGſIJVKPICPFſTGWUGTGUQWTEGUPCVKQPCNN[
Ŗ %QPVKPWCNN[CUUGUUEWTTGPVNCPFOCPCIGOGPVCUUWORVKQPUCICKPUVVJG
EJCPIKPITGCNKV[QHHWVWTGENKOCVGUCPFNQECNYGCVJGTGXGPVU
Ŗ &GXGNQRUKVGURGEKſEUEGPCTKQUHQTRQVGPVKCNYGCVJGTGXGPVUNKPMGFVQENKOCVG
EJCPIGCPFTGFGUKIPſTGOCPCIGOGPVUVTCVGIKGUVQOCMGTQQOHQTTCRKF
TGURQPUGVQVJGUGGXGPVU
Ŗ %QPUKFGTENKOCVGEJCPIGCPFXCTKCDKNKV[YJGPFGXGNQRKPINQPITCPIGYKNFNCPF
ſTGCPFNCPFOCPCIGOGPVRNCPUCPFUVTCVGIKGUCETQUUCNNQYPGTUJKRU
Ŗ %QPUKFGTRTQDCDNGCNVGTPCVGENKOCVGUEGPCTKQUYJGPRNCPPKPIRQUVſTG
XGIGVCVKQPOCPCIGOGPVRCTVKEWNCTN[YJGPTGUGGFKPICPFRNCPVKPI



(WGNU/CPCIGOGPV
Ŗ 2TGRCTGHQTGZVTGOGſTGGXGPVUD[TGUVQTKPIUQOGGEQU[UVGOUCPFTGFWEKPI
WPEJCTCEVGTKUVKEHWGNNGXGNUVJTQWIJGZRCPFGFRTQITCOUQHRTGUETKDGF
DWTPKPIOGEJCPKECNVTGCVOGPVUCPFYKNFNCPFſTGWUGVQOGGVTGUQWTEG
QDLGEVKXGU$WTPKPIWPFGTVJGTGNCVKXGN[OKNFYGCVJGTEQPFKVKQPUQHC
RTGUETKDGFſTGRTQFWEGUNQYGTKPVGPUKV[DWTPUCPFIGPGTCNN[NGUUECTDQP
GOKUUKQPUVJCPYQWNFCſTGDWTPKPIWPFGTYKNFſTGEQPFKVKQPU$WTPKPI
CPFVJKPPKPIVTGCVOGPVUUJQWNFDGUVTCVGIKECNN[RNCEGFQPVJGNCPFUECRG
KPNQECVKQPUYJGTGVJG[CTGOQTGNKMGN[VQKPƀWGPEGſTGURTGCF5QOG
GEQU[UVGOUYKNNEQPVKPWGVQDWTPKPJKIJUGXGTKV[UVCPFTGRNCEGOGPVſTGUCPF
VJKUKUCRRTQRTKCVGHQTVJGKTUWUVCKPCDKNKV[
Ŗ +PEQTRQTCVGGOGTIKPIUEKGPVKſEKPHQTOCVKQPQPVJGKORCEVQHEJCPIKPI
VGORGTCVWTGCPFRTGEKRKVCVKQPQPRNCPVEQOOWPKVKGUKPVQHWGNUOCPCIGOGPV
RTQLGEVFGUKIPCPFKORNGOGPVCVKQPCVVJGNQECNNGXGN
Ŗ 'ZRCPFYKNFNCPFſTGWUGCVVJGNCPFUECRGUECNGKPſTGCFCRVGFGEQU[UVGOUVQ
TGUVQTGſTGTGIKOGUCPFTGFWEGHWGNNQCFU$GOQTGCIITGUUKXGKPRTQOQVKPI
ſTGWUGFWTKPINQYGTJC\CTFſTGUGCUQPUCPFſTGWUGKPNCPFUECRGUVJCVQHHGT
RCTVKEWNCTQRRQTVWPKVKGUHQTTGNCVKXGN[NQYTKUMNCTIGUECNGDWTPKPI6JKUYKNN
CNNQYOQTGCETGUVQDGDWTPGFWPFGTNGUUGZVTGOGſTGYGCVJGTEQPFKVKQPU
VJCPſTGUVJCVOKIJVQEEWTKPVJGHWVWTGWPFGTGZVTGOGJGCVQTFTQWIJV
EQPFKVKQPU
Ŗ %QPVTQNJKIJN[ƀCOOCDNGPQPPCVKXGRNCPVURGEKGUCPFFGXGNQROCPCIGOGPV
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From page 245.

Figure 2

Priority Ecoregions and Dominant Fire (TNC, 2004. Fire, Ecosystems & People:
A Preliminary Assessment of Fire as a Global Conservation Issue, The Nature
Conservancy; (http://www.nature.org/initiatives/fire/science).
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Prescribed burning crew constructing black line. The crew consists of professional burners as well
as of trained HIV-orphans in the Working on Fire (WoF) programme in the Republic of South Africa.
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Community theatre performing fire awareness drama play for children and adults, method
selected due to low (20 %) literacy rate among local women, Zambezia, Mozambique.
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Fire survey among local women to find out their perceptions, beliefs and attitudes towards fire
and burning, Katima Mulilo, Namibia
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Course on Training of Instructors in Community Based Fire Management (CBFiM),
Zambezia, Mozambique.
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Inspection of fuel break (constructed by
burning) by members of local community;
fuel load 11.000 kg/ha, grass height 4 metres,
flood plains of Zambezi River, Namibia.
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Rosenbauer Fox III

Technical Data:
Motor:		BMW A 67 boxer 1170 cc.
Fuel tank:
20 litres (will last for 90 minutes at full speed)
Power:
55 kW (77 hp) 5200 rpm
Weight:
Between 160-167 kg with fuel added
Dimensions:
L/WH = 947 x 740 x 840mm
Pump:		One-stage Centrifugal pump with single plate release clutch
Closed pressure:
17, 5 bar
Water capacity:
1000-2000l/min (from 4-15 bar)
Suction equipment: 4 pieces of Storz DS 110
4" suction hoses á 2 metres.
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4 x 4 bush fire vehicle used in NSW, Australia
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Fire Intensity
The Fire Intensity indicates the amount of energy produced by the fire. The Intensity
of fire expresses the amount energy or heat towards a surface-area and time unit, for
example kacl/m2/s or kW/m2/s. The height of the flames described very well the Fire
Intensity and can therefore easily be assessed in the field.
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Height of
flames m

Intensity
kW/m2/s

< 1, 2

< 345

1,2 - 2,4

345 - 1720

Fire burns with steady flame and moves forward

2,4 - 3.3

1720- 3450

Fire spreads rapidly and continues to grow

> 3,3

> 3450

Description of fire
Fire spreads slowly and is easily controlled

Fire burns fiercely, crown and spot fires occurring

9
ORGANISATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF WILDFIRES
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must be big enough to cope with the worst scenario. If the events of the fire are
good and the fighting resources limited the reserve force need only be a small unit.
The reserve unit must be able to move quickly to any place along the perimeter.
Scouting and appraisal of the events must be continuous at the site of the fire
because they are changing often and quickly.
9.4 	Incident Command System (ICS)
9.4.1 	Introduction
The Incident Command System (ICS) is used to manage an emergency incident
or a non-emergency event. It can be used equally well for both small and large
situations.
The system has considerable internal flexibility. It can grow or shrink to meet
differing needs. This makes it a very cost-effective and efficient management
system. The system can be applied to a wide variety of emergency and nonemergency situations.
9.4.2	ICS Organization
Every incident or event has certain major management activities or actions that
must be performed. Even if the event is very small and only one or two people
are involved, these activities will still always apply to some degree.
The organization of the Incident Command System is built around five major
management activities. These are depicted in figure below.
COMMAND
SETS OBJECTIVES AND PRIORITIES, HAS OVERALL
RESPONSIBILITY AT THE INCIDENT OR EVENT
OPERATIONS
CONDUCTS TACTICAL OPERATIONS TO CARRY OUT THE PLAN
DEVELOPS THE TACTICAL OBJECTIVES, ORGANIZATION,
AND DIRECTS ALL RESOURCES
PLANNING
DEVELOPS THE ACTION PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH THE OBJECTIVES, COLLECTS
AND EVALUATES INFORMATION, MAINTAINS RESOUCES STATUS
LOGISTICS
PROVIDES SUPPORT TO MEET INCIDENT NEEDS, PROVIDES RESOURCES
AND ALL OTHER SERVICES NEEDED TO SUPPORT THE INCIDENT
FINANCE/ADMINISTRATION
MONITORS COSTS RELATED TO INCIDENT, PORVIDES ACCOUNTING,
PROCUREMENT, TIME RECORDING, AND COST ANALYSES
These five major management activities are the foundation upon which the ICS
organization develops. They apply whether you are handing a routine emergency,
organizing for a major event, or managing a major response to a disaster.
		

Small incidents: these major activities may all be managed by that one person,
the Incident Commander (IC). Large incidents usually require that they be set
up as separate Sections within the organization as shown in figure below.

Each of the primary ICS Sections may be sub-divided as needed. The ICS
organization has the capability to expand or contract to meet the needs of the
incident.
A basic ICS operating guideline is that the person at the top of the organization
is responsible until the authority is delegated to another person. Thus, on smaller
situations where additional persons are not required, the Incident Commander
(IC) will directly manage all aspects of the incident organization.
In the next section we will look at each of the major functional entities of the ICS
organization, starting with the Incident Commander and the Command Staff.
9.4.3

Example of ICS staff requirements for a large fire
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On potentially dangerous and rapidly spreading fires, the fire area becomes larger
and larger, and the number of additional groups and crews will be required.
These fires often involve a number of divisions because the perimeter of the
fire is very long. Therefore it is necessary to add more levels to the Operations
Section.
9.4.4	Incident Action Plan
Every incident must have an oral or written action plan, larger incidents always
a written plan. The purpose of the plan is to provide all incident supervisory
personnel with directions for future actions. Action plans which include the
measurable tactical operations to be achieved are always prepared around a
timeframe called an Operational period.
9.4.5

Span of Control
Span of control means how many organizational elements may be directly
managed by another person. Maintaining adequate Span of Control throughout
the ICS organization is very important. Effective Span of Control may vary from
three to seven, and a ratio of one to five reporting elements id recommended.

9.5

Management Check-list for the Incident Commander or Fire Chief
One example of a check list to assist the IC or Fire Chief in the management of
the work to be carried out with every wildland or forest fire is:
(i.)
(ii.)
(iii.)
(iv.)
(v.)
(vi.)
(vii.)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)
(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
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Alarm, the first information at the start of a fire;
Arrival at the site of the fire, quick scouting and appraisal of the scene;
Appraisal of all the circumstances, and decision making;
Commands for the first operations;
Continue with the scouting, for more information;
How to clear up, suppression plan takes shape;
Dealing with the work;
Commands for the work;
Follow-up of the situation;
Required additions to the organisation;
Commands for the additional work;
Patrolling the work area;
Mopping-up;
Removal of the organisation; and
Evaluation, collecting experiences.

9.6

A detailed list of “must follow up” activities
Preparation before the start of a fire includes:
-

firelines;
forest roads;
planning;
training;
equipment care;
assessing fire danger;
fire weather forecasts; low, moderate, high, extreme;
fire suppression organisation; the IC, fire chief, small, medium, large fires;
fire service organisation; operation of the fire headquarters, supplies, transport,
communication, accounts;
- maps and records;
- safety; and
- the district fire centre service organisation.
Leadership during the fire involves:
Formation of:
- The IC or the Fire Chief establishes the Incident Command Post (ICP) or
command base;
- Staging areas
- Base
- Camps
- Helibase
- Helispot
Routine activities:
-

scouting;
rescue;
restrictions;
fire fighting.
commands, order keeping; communications; maintenance of supplies; and
information.
Control and maintenance during ongoing activities:

- patrols must be maintained; and water supplies should be replenished.
Activities after the incident or fire equipment and supplies should be:
-

collected;
checked;
repaired; and
returned to normal storage points.
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11.

Community Based Fire Management (CBFiM)

11.1

Background
Community Based Fire Management or (CBFiM) was first introduced into the
fire terminology in the late 1990s and CBFiM practices were first analyzed in
South East Asia (Moore 1998) where persistent fires arising from a complex
set of circumstances, primarily from land conversion. The analysis stressed that
the underlying causes to fire needed to be investigated, before any other actions
towards the use of fire could be assessed.
Fire management also include activities such as: early warning, detection,
mobilization and suppression of unwanted fires; in addition also restoration and
rehabilitation of burned areas.
However, also policy/legal/regulatory frameworks had to be adapted to the new
understanding of the role of fire in ecosystems worldwide. It was also recognized,
that controlled or prescribed use of fire in local communities, allowed them to
play an important role in wildland fire management.

11.2

CBFiM – What is it?

11.2.1

Definition
Community-Based Fire Management (CBFiM) (FAO, 2006) is a management
approach based on the strategy to include local communities in the proper
application of land-use fires (managed beneficial fires for controlling weeds,
reducing the impact of pests and diseases, generating income from non-timber
forest products, creating forage and hunting, etc.), wildfire prevention, and
in preparedness and suppression of wildfires. CBFiM approaches can play
a significant role in fire management, especially in most parts of the world
where human-based ignitions are the primary source of wildfires that affect
livelihood, health and security of people. They include planning and supervision
of activities, joint action for prescribed fire and fire monitoring and response,
applying sanctions, and providing support to individuals to enhance their fire
management tasks. Fire management should be safe, effective, environmentally,
and socially acceptable, therefore communities can only assist in large-scale fire
suppression, but should not be expected to shoulder the entire burden.

11.2.2	Gender and fire
An intrinsic aspect in community based fire management is gender, and in
developing nations in particular, the roles of women, men and children. These
roles can be quite specific, detailed and different. One example that illustrates
this well comes from North-eastern Namibia. Data collected in North-Eastern
Namibia in 1996, was similar to the data from the neighbouring countries of
Angola, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Botswana: fire scar mapping of the area by
satellite revealed; that between 50-85% of the forests, woodlands, savanna and
grasslands was found to have burned each year.
In meetings with traditional leaders, technical staff discussed possible fire
management strategies and steps that should be taken to reverse the trend of
increasing, uncontrolled fires, aimed at restoring the situation to one in which
the use of fire in the region was practiced in an environmentally sustainable
manner.
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When collecting data to serve as a basis for a study underpinning the above
discussions, it was found that when men were interviewed, the main reason
given for burning was because of ”traditions”, inherited from father to son.
When women were asked the same questions, they stated that most wildfires
had escaped from scheduled agricultural burning, a task that was exclusively
carried out by women. Although the clearing of new land for shifting cultivation
was carried out by men, it was found that spot-burning to kill and remove
stumps and trees from clearings was mainly done by women, who also carried
out all agricultural burning following the harvesting of crops. It is evident that in
order to prepare a viable strategy for sustainable fire management in which local
people are involved, gender aggregated baseline data is needed.
Gender aggregated data from pilot regions showed that 80% of the number of all
fires was lit by women and 20% by men; but for primarily different reasons. It was
concluded that in this case fire programmes should to a large extent target women
not men, as had been previously done by the donor community. This targeting of
men arose from the focus of all efforts on detection and suppression, activities
dominated by men; instead of on prevention which was a women’s domain.
The people, women fire users, know very well that fire outbreaks threaten the
very resources they need for survival, in addition also their housing, children
and elderly people.
In a survey in Mozambique 17 % of women said that their crop had burned
during the last year and 16% that their house had burned down; all in all 39% of
women confirmed that their house had burned down one time or the other. Out
of men 48% and out of women 36% confirmed that they had experienced losses
due to wildfires encroaching into their land.
In poor countries the use of fire is mainly about the lack of economic choice and
alternatives. There is no choice but to keep using fire in agricultural activities
despite having no resources to handle a large fire outbreak resulting from
burning in livelihood activities. Since women are involved in most rural burning
activities in many countries, therefore they should also receive high priority
when planning fire training. Particularly so, because in most cases women are
excluded from primary decision-making processes on management of land
resources – a situation that needs to be addressed in the context of CBFiM as
well as other frameworks.
11.2.3

Forms of CBFiM
There are communities involved in fire management in a range of ways:
• In Finland where most members of the Voluntary Fire Brigades in local
communities have most of their assets invested in ”forest farming” and are
private forest owners and will therefore protect their forests; and
• Australia through Volunteer Fire Brigades that arise from the community
and are mainly for protection of community assets and perhaps in
many cases less engaged in forest and land management for subsistence or
dependence on it in other ways.
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These groups are volunteers, from the community and in a sense 'for' the
community but they are focused on fire fighting in two respects - preparedness
and response with a little bit of prevention if they participate in prescribe burning
or other measures. They are not really "community based" in the sense that
CBFiM has been considered to date in developing nations.
”Some (Moore, 2004) modes of management that do not allow for community
input but do allow for community involvement (Figure 1 - dashed lines) are not
considered CBFiM as per the definition previously given.
Although there is some emphasis on whether the system is initiated internally or
externally, it should be noted that the initiation is not as important as the amount
of credibility given to local decision making (Figure 1 - double lines)”.
Any attempt to improve and support CBFiM must start with an understanding of
the causes and functions of various types of fires, and with their implications to
various stakeholders within and outside a community. Similarly whether various
stakeholders see a fire as beneficial or damaging is important before deciding
what management is appropriate or possible.
The technical and organisational capacities of communities should also be
considered.
Wildland Fire Management Handbook for Trainers; 2006

Figure 1: Modes of Community Input in Decision Making in Fire Management (Moore, 2004)
Figure 1: Modes of Community Input in Decision Making in Fire Management (Moore, 2004)

Internally initiated
with local decision-making

Fire
Management
Model

Externally sponsored system
with local decision-making or
some degree of local decision
making
Externally sponsored system
with community involvement
but no community decision
making (example: labor force)

Collaboration /
partnership with
local decisionmaking
Collaboration /
partnership with
serious local
input

Externally; system with no
attempt at community input

11.2.4

Policy/legal/regulatory frameworks and CBFiM
In most developing nations, fire is not well dealt with in legislation. The tenure
covered is usually restricted to public lands and the responsibility for fires is
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Policy/legal/regulatory frameworks and CBFiM
In most developing nations, fire is not well dealt with in legislation. The tenure
covered is usually restricted to public lands and the responsibility for fires is not
clearly stated.
Fire legislation is often also split up into many small paragraphs within a number
of separate Ministries. Generally legislation is treating fires are as negative and
destructive. The use of fire for livelihoods purposes is seldom accepted, with
exceptions in a few countries. The lighting of open fires is in many cases an
offence punishable under the laws. Malaysian legislation is an exception where
deliberate fire is allowed under permit for local and small-scale activities that are
specified in the law. Commercial scale fire use is however banned in Malaysia.
Specific Legislation most often criminalises local farmers using fire as illustrated
by the ”old” Forest Act, Article 40.from Mozambique:
”Anyone who, voluntarily, sets fire and thus partially or totally destroys crops,
forests, woods or a grove of trees, shall be condemned to an imprisonment
sentence of up to one year and to the corresponding fine”.
Millions of local families are daily practicing shifting cultivation around the
world; how then apply socially inappropriate laws to the essential livelihood
practices in local communities? The only solution is to involve these communities
in; fire awareness, mitigation and education activities (CBFiM). Thereby
their traditional knowledge and inherent skills are applied to the avoidance of
unwanted damaging fires, and leads to expanded use of beneficial fires.
Increasing awareness of the damaging effects of fires (in monetary terms)
e.g. on local peopleís food security and livelihoods, can have a strong effect
on motivating communities. Local communities may not have recognized the
negative fire impacts on their livelihood, as demonstrated in Brazil, India and
Tanzania. People often perceive wild fire only as a seasonal nuisance related to
local traditions.
With the meager resources usually allocated to fire management, Governments
often cannot supervise culturally accepted use of daily fires; and the tightening
of legislation, will not have any impact on wildfire occurrence as long as people
will have to practice shifting cultivation because of lack of other livelihood
opportunities.
In Namibia a similar situation was approached by developing National Guidelines
on Fire Management; wherein directives were laid out on the responsibilities of
various stakeholders in CBFiM, including principles for community participation
in forest protection.

11.2.5

Land tenure
A further consideration is the clarity of tenure under laws and regulation. In
CBFiM efforts, the formal or informal rights of access, and use of lands was
globally identified as a key aspect of communities taking an active role in fire
management. The allocation of rights, access and operational efforts to clarify
tenure are in many case not well formed in many nations. This is not necessarily
restricted to developing nations as an issue.
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There are many important components involved in fire management at the
policy and field level, but a recurring theme is the fundamental question of who
should control the use of fire and manage it appropriately? The rural landscape
in developing nations remains home to hundreds of millions of people,
both indigenous inhabitants as well as voluntary and forced migrants. Rural
communities inevitably compete with internal and external factors for access
to natural resources and the right to use fire as a management tool. Increased
competition for land, water and forest resources may be an important factor
driving the need for more clearly defined roles and responsibilities in fire
management.
3.3

Fire and burning
Fire is a disturbance that has played, and will continue to play, a major role
in both fire sensitive and fire adapted ecosystems throughout the world. In
almost all of these ecosystems, humans have altered the natural fire regimes
by changing the frequency and intensity of fires. Local communities are often
blamed for fires which are considered harmful, the benefits of burning to the
ecology nobody seem to recognise. Evidently because local people usually have
most at stake in the event of a harmful fire, they should clearly be involved in
mitigating unwanted fires.
In many cases, the re-introduction of fire is as important as preventing damaging,
unwanted fires. It is also important to recognize that human values and cultural
norms are as important as ecological values.

11. 3.1

Agricultural Burning
Agricultural burning globally, seem to be accepted as a necessary daily practice
in most countries. However, when these often uncontrolled fires, despite being
planned, run out of control, then agencies argue about whose responsibility the
management of these fires are. However, seldom if ever, do the Agriculture
Departments claim responsibility for causing these fires.
Out of all global fires 95% stem from various human activities, it is estimated that
80% of fires globally burning in forested areas, stem from escaped agricultural
fires. When an agricultural fire spreads in to a forest, then the fire management
responsibility is automatically transferred to forestry staff or lately also to staff
of Fire and Rescue Departments e.g. as recently in Tanzania.
Agricultural fires are used for a wide range of purposes including:
• Management and maintenance of rangelands agricultural lands;
• Land conversion from forest land to agricultural land;
• Beekeeping, Hunting, Wildlife Management; and
• Native/Indigenous peopleís fires and cultural fires.
Escaped agricultural fires represented 91% of all wildland fires in Italy (Corpo
Forestale) and 95% of fires in Portugal in 2002.
The proportion of forest fires arising from escaped agricultural fires indicate that
strengthening or encouraging of community based fire management is likely
to be a significant means of improving the impacts of unwanted and damaging
fires. The impact of this approach might be enormous; therefore community fire
use must be recognised as potentially the largest source of information, expertise
and experience available.
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Fires cannot be completely excluded from the daily lives of people and the
landscapes they inhabit. Studies illustrate the ways communities use smaller
wanted fire to cultivate crops and non-timber forest products, hunt, create forage
and manage pests and disease need to be distinguished from uncontrolled fires.
In Australasian, European and North American context of recent years,
alarmingly many of these fires are caused by arson i.e. they are deliberately lit.
11.4

The Current State of CBFiM
To varying degrees, governments have begun to adopt collaborative or
community-based forest management strategies. The emphasis on ”communitybased” is not only the community involvement, but also where community
capacity has been recognized and supported by external agencies (governments,
non-government organizations, projects and others).
More common are instances where CBFiM has resulted from the formation
of community institutions and mechanisms that support more efficient fire
management entities.
In some countries, the driving force behind CBFiM approaches is indigenous
land and/or use rights, including the right to use fire as a management tool.
The securing of these rights may ultimately help maintain the beneficial uses of
managed fires.
It is also important to caution in respect of over-emphasizing the role and capacity
of local communities to fight fires historically larger and of higher intensity than
those of the regimes of the past. Several of the CBFiM approaches documented
in various sources occur in remote locations, where the governmentís fire
control/suppression approaches are severely hindered by access, response time
and availability of funding.

11.5

External Intervention
Since external actors have generated most of the documentation and assessment
on CBFiM, there is also an emphasis on the means and modes of approaches
to intervention. To lead to sustainable CBFiM, the aim should be to build on
existing knowledge. Communities must own the fire management activity and
design their community participation approach fitting their locality. It was
recommended that: Communities should call/arrange their own meetings and
invite experts that they think will be of use for their location considering their
available resources. This will only happen if fire management is integrated with
their production/livelihood systems.
Recently the awareness has been increasing on the role of food security and
health security (HIV) of local populations from forests. Hundreds of millions
of people are gathering their food (medicines) from forests; therefore more
external support should be provided for increasing skills of local people in using
fire beneficially.

11.5.1

CBFiM Processes and Activities/Products by External Actors
Based on experiences especially in Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa and
South East Asia, the following processes and activities are proposed for planning
and implementing sound fire programmes, which give due consideration to both
technical issues and stakeholder involvement.
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A critical facet of the processes for supporting CBFiM is to carry out a baseline
study at village level to record local community aspirations. Together with
forestry and/or agricultural extension workers and the village leaders organize
community workshops to discuss the fire history of the village, fire use, wildfire
causes, wildfire impacts, past fire management efforts.
11.6

The lengthy process of changing human behaviour
Out of all global fires 95% stem from various human activities; consequently
therefore, unwanted fires globally should be reduced by proactive means of
educating people.
However, many Governments, especially in developed nations, have over the last
years, invested most of their resources in heavy fire fighting equipment, rather
than in educating their people. The neglect to educate the growing population can
in many cases be seen in the growing number of wild fires (uncontrolled fires).
Therefore, awareness rising was in the early 2000s, considered a key issue when
aiming at success in fire prevention, mitigation and education programmes
worldwide. Human values, perceptions, beliefs, behaviour and cultural norms,
were considered as important as ecological values in fire management. Enabling
local people to become involved in managing their fires is a lengthy fundamental
process, which will require several years to become effective.
Awareness raising and increased participation of rural populations in wildfire
prevention and fire management, is the main goal of organizing national, regional
or local Fire Campaigns. Based on experience drawn from many prevention
campaigns carried out around the world, the following aspects should be
included into village campaigns in one or the other way:
• Functions and importance of landscapes;
• The ecological, economic, social and cultural benefits of fire;
• The role of fire in the landscape;
• The implications of removing fire from its ecological, traditional or 		
economic function in the landscape;
• Possible wildfire risks;
• Negative impacts of wildfires;
• Introduction to laws and regulations related to fire;
• Prescribed burning in shifting cultivation and agriculture; and
• Possibilities for the participation of rural communities in fire management.
The active participation of communities in village campaigns is very important
and facilitators should understand local culture. The programme should allow
as much contribution and inputs as possible from the participants and good
visualization and easy-to-understand contents are crucial in presentations given
by facilitators.
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Development
of Rural
Community
FireinInstitutions
Community or village fire management has to be institutionalized at an early
stage of any development effort. Responsibilities and tasks have to be assigned
to community members who will, on a voluntary basis, make up a village fire
crew or unit. Confirming the safe use of fire and effective fire management
practice, including use of fire for ecological management is a key aspect of
institutional development.
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The village Fire Unit has to detect, prevent, and suppress unwanted fires in the
village area. Importantly, they have to promote community preparedness, safe
burning practices in agriculture in coordination and co-operation with village
and district authorities and other communities of interest.
Importantly, a village fire unit has to manage fires at landscape level and not
only in the home village.
Additional budget sources can be government agencies, NGOs, or private
enterprises.
11.8

Training
The sections above have dealt with the steps to take to achieve sustainable
participatory approaches in fire management. These steps need to be
complemented by training. The basic information (baseline study) on fire in
communities, including gender segregated and literacy data, will provide the
basis for planning of training activities of which target groups should be trained
(notably women as identified for Southern Africa) in what and at what level
should they be trained?
The training plan should answer the following questions:
(The 5W + 1H) (Why, What, Who, Where, When and How)
Approaches in response to fires from both national as well as external actors,
including donors, have generally (and still do) emphasised fire suppression.
Implicit in this is the assumption that the fire ”problem” results from a lack of
awareness about fire damage and unwanted impacts and a shortage of skills and
perhaps organisation.
By analyses of the 5W + 1H, the training may be directed to the right target
group as well as contain the right curricula to meet the local needs.

11.8.1

Components of fire training
Issues related to training in fire management are complex; there is a need to
cover both fire inclusion and fire exclusion in curricula and training programmes.
Frequently, there is a generalized need to train staff in Government agencies,
NGOs, local populations and interest groups in various aspects of fire
management. Staff responsible for fire management and local people alike,
need to appreciate and understand the role and relationship between the basic
components of fire (fuel, heat, oxygen), as well as the principles of fire behaviour.
In addition, they need to master, at least in principle the skills of prescribed
burning. Such knowledge will form the basis of a more common understanding
of local fire ecology, requirements of fire for keeping the forest healthy, and for
regenerating the forest.
The generalized view that local people will not understand complex biological
and ecological issues has been proven wrong in many instances. More than
100.000 local people and government staff were educated or trained in forest
fire management activities in Burkina Faso, Namibia and Mozambique between
1996 and 2006. Only very few of those who received education/training, were
not able to relate the environmental information to their own community or
home area.
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Fire management training should provide a balanced mix of theory and fieldpractice, which incorporates local conditions and knowledge and experience of
the participants. The curriculum includes fire prevention activities, environmental
education, institutional issues, the role, functions, and responsibilities of fire
crews, fire preparedness rising, the use and maintenance of simple equipment,
and also fire fighting strategies, tactics and techniques.
Assumptions and gross over estimations are often made of peoples capabilities
to fight fires by using tree branches, palm leaves etc. Barefooted people, without
any protection against radiant heat, smoke inhalation and flames, are next to
”useless” in combating fires, unless equipped with tools, clothing and water to
contain the fire. Well made rake-hoes, fire swatters and backpack sprayers are
required for community fire fighting (Jurvélius, 1980).
The temperature in a burning fire, with several metres of flame height, is ranging
from 300 to 500 degrees Centigrade, depending on the fuel load and fire intensity.
No human being will be able to go even near a 300-500 degree fire, without
appropriated tools, boots and uniforms with helmet and face shield.
11.8.2

Training in controlled or prescribed burning
The use of fire for subsistence and livelihoods is much more common than
community institutions set up to only fight fires. CBFiM mainly exists where
fire is used in some way that generates benefit for the local people. Active fire
use generates skills, understanding and awareness and strengthens community
institutions that deal with fire and related aspects.
Training in prescribed burning can have a range of benefits for the local people
but importantly also for other actors and stakeholders that influence or are
affected by managed fires. The training can ensure that skills and capacities
are maintained and improved. Maintaining and understanding the use of fire at
the local level is becoming an increasingly important; especially in places like
Northern Australia, where skills are rapidly lost due to urbanization.

11. 9

The way forward
The active, intentional use of fire is an important factor in many, perhaps most,
communities especially in developing nations. The initial focus for CBFiM
should be on improving skills in the use of deliberate fires, increasing community
preparedness, incorporating key aspects of gender, developing community
institutions and implementing appropriate training.
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12.

Fire: a Necessary Evil

12.1

Background: Why Fire is perceived harmful
Uncontrolled fire has become one of the main environmental issues facing
the global community, and in fact, the most important global disturbances,
considering the observed effects it has on land area and biodiversity. At global
level an estimated 150 to 250 million ha (Mha) of the recorded 1.8 billion ha of
tropical forests are affected by wildfire annually. Many mature and immature
forest trees are killed by high intensity fires annually. In the Amazonian forests
for instance, wildfire has been reported to cause high mortality in many useful
species with the rate ranging between 36-96%. Consequently fires affect timber
supplies from which income and other livelihood needs are generated for the
majority of people, particularly, in developing countries.
In Ghana, (one of the leading exporters of timber in Africa), for instance, wildfires
caused more than 4 million m3 of exportable timber in losses between1982-1983.
An estimated annual loss of 3% of GDP was recorded for the past two decades,
due to wild fires. In South East Asia, the loss of tropical forest resources was
much higher. Areas (in Java, Borneo, Sulawesi, Irian Jaya and Sumatra) in
Indonesia which were the most affected in Asia lost about 9.5 Mha of land to
fires, out of which about 4.6 Mha (49%) was forested. For the same period, Brazil
lost an estimated 3.3 Mha hectares of land of which 1.5 million was rainforest in
northern Amazonia alone. In Mexico and Central America a further 1.5 million
hectares was burnt affecting biodiversity and ecosystem processes. During the
same period, over 5 million hectares of temperate forests were also affected
in the United States and Canada and 2 million hectares in Russia (Rowell and
Moore, 2000).
In many cases, wildfire caused heavy financial losses in terms of people
loosing their homes and property. Wildfires also pollute the air with smoke
that causes health hazards and making aerial communication difficult. Also the
carbon emitted during wild fires also contributes significantly to the build-up of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Further more the destruction of forests by
wild fires terminates the role of forests to act as sinks for carbon.
Obviously, the harmful effect of wildfire is very clear and explains why the public
generally have the opinion, that fires are always harmful to nature. However,
for some of us, fire is a necessary ”evil”. Thus, despite the destructiveness of
fire, it can be a legitimate land management tool, if carefully timed and used
(Goldammer, 1999)”. As a result, FAO, (2006) projects the idea that there is
good fire and should be advocated and supported”. However, the dilemma faced
by particularly the public, rural communities, is that fire can be very destructive
and at the same time, act as a useful tool in the enhancement of ecosystems. This
section of the book presents a review of the role of fire in global ecosystems.
This review, seeks to, particularly, highlight the importance in the application
of the ”right kind of fire” by local people, to enhance the ecosystem and their
livelihoods.
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12.2

Fire as Conservation and Livelihood issue1
Fires are increasingly damaging the world’s forests, impacting ecosystem
processes and shaping landscapes. Today, among globally important ecoregions
for conservation, 84% of the area assessed is at risk from altered fire regimes
(judged to be degraded” or ”very degraded”) (Figure 1) and 46% of the area
assessed is classified as fire-dependent/influenced, 36% as fire-sensitive, and
18% as fire-independent (Figure 2) (TNC, 2004). See pages: 49 and 245 for
Figures 1 & 2 respectively.
In recent years interests to adopt comprehensive fire management programmes
and to consider fire as a conservation issue has grown internationally. The
reasons for the growth in interest are two-fold. Firstly, there is the recognition
of the increase in occurrence of extremely sever fires and excessive application
of fire in land use system, which threaten natural resources and livelihood
systems. Secondly, the recognition of how some of the current approaches to fire
prevention are out of step. Both issues have led, among others, to the emergence
of the concept of integrated forest fire management (IFFM) during the recent
years.
Myers defined IFFM as the integration of science and society with fire management
technologies at multiple levels. This implies an integrated approach to forest fire
management where fire programs are not limited to the traditional efforts of fire
prevention and fire suppression only, but also embraces the use of prescribed or
managed fire as a tool, community involvement, and law enforcement. This also
imply integrating fire-related issues with other ecological (e.g. climate change)
socio-economic (e.g. culture), and technical factors and forest management
practices during conservation and land use planning efforts.

12.2.1

The Role of Fire in Ecosystems
In discussing and addressing fire as a conservation issue, it is important to
recognize and understand the different roles that fire plays in different ecosystems.
The Nature Conservancy (TNC), in its preliminary global assessment of fire as
a conservation threat, identified three broad categories of vegetation responses
to fire: fire-dependent, fire-sensitive and fire-independent. That report focused
on the predominant fire effect at the level of biome and ecoregion, recognizing
that within ecoregions there can be a variety of ecosystems and habitats that
have responses different from the predominant effect. Because this report
focuses on potential management actions to fire within conservation areas
where multiple responses may be manifested, a fourth category is included: fireinfluenced. These ecosystems may be linked hierarchically to fire-dependent
and fire-sensitive ecosystems because they are frequently found as transitions
between them. All ecosystems or native vegetation types do not fit perfectly into
each of these categories, but the groupings provide a means of illustrating and
discussing the threats and conservation needs and opportunities associated with
fire in diverse vegetation types and how management actions may vary among
them.

1 Text copied with permission from the publication” Living with Fire – Sustaining Ecosystems & Livelihoods through
Integrated Fire Management; Ronald R. Myers TNC, 2006.
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12.2.2

Fire-Independent Ecosystems
Fire-independent ecosystems are those where fire normally plays little or no
role. They are too cold, too wet or too dry to burn. Examples are deserts, tundra
and rain forests in a seasonal environment. Fire becomes a threat only if there
are significant changes to these ecosystems brought about by land use activities,
species invasions or climate change. The preliminary assessment of fire as a
conservation issue, which focused on 200 priority (i.e. based on their biodiversity
value) ecoregions worldwide, identified 18 percent by area as dominated by fireindependent ecosystems.

12.2.3

Fire-Dependent Ecosystems
Fire-dependent ecosystems are those where fire is essential and the species have
evolved adaptations to respond positively to fire and to facilitate fire’s spread, i.e.
the vegetation is fire-prone and flammable. They are often called fire-adapted
or fire-maintained ecosystems. Fire in these areas is an absolutely essential
process. If fire is removed, or if the fire regime is altered beyond its normal
range of variability, the ecosystem changes to something else, and habitats
and species are lost. Individual species within fire-dependent ecosystems have
evolved in response to specific fire regime characteristics such as frequency,
intensity and season of burn, and to the variability of those characteristics.
Types of fire regimes vary greatly, ranging from frequent, low-intensity, nonlethal surface fires to those characterized by mixed-severity fires (i.e. lethal and
non-lethal effects varying across the landscape), to relatively infrequent, highseverity, lethal or stand replacing fires that arrest or re-set ecological succession
creating a diversity of habitats in time and space as the vegetation recovers.
On an area basis, approximately 46 percent of the worldís priority ecoregions
are dominated by fire-dependent ecosystems, meaning they need to burn under
an appropriate fire regime if they are to persist in the landscape. Examples of
fire-dependent ecosystems abound around the world. In Mesoamerica, there is a
wide variety of fire dependent pine forests and pine savannas. Mexico, with its
temperate and tropical environments, has the highest pine species diversity in
the world – 55 species and varieties.
Most species of pine are linked to disturbance, often defined by specific fire
regimes. Several of these forest types extend into Central America. The same can
be said of Mexicoís high diversity of oak speciesó110 species, a large number of
which may require fire or are favoured by fire-induced disturbances. Elsewhere
in Mesoamerica and the Caribbean, fire-dependent Pinus caribaea savannas and
woodlands range from the Bahamas through Cuba and on to Belize, Honduras
and Nicaragua. The Dominican Republic has forests and savannas of the endemic
Pinus occidentalis, which are dependent on fire. Besides P. caribaea, Cuba has
three species of endemic pines that persist in fire prone environments.
Fire-adapted pine species also form extensive open forests and woodlands in the
tropical and subtropical environments of Southeast and South Asia. Fire plays
a key, though poorly understood, role in the maintenance and characteristics of
Pinus kesiya and/or P. merkusii forests ranging from the Assam Hills of India,
across Myanmar, Thailand, Southern China, Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam and
the Philippines to Sumatra. Africa has been referred to as the ”fire continent”
primarily because much of Sub-Saharan Africa, with the exception of the
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tropical forests of western and central equatorial Africa, once consisted of a vast
landscape of tropical and subtropical fire-prone savannas, and fire-influenced
woodlands and shrub lands that have been shaped by the longest history of
human involvement with fire in the world.
South America is just as much a ”fire continent” as Africa. A significant
proportion of South America lies in the same bioclimatic zone that supports
savanna in Africa. The Brazilian Cerrado, once covering 22 percent of the
country or 2 million sq. km, is a mosaic of savanna and shrubland moulded
by a diversity of fire regimes. Other tropical grassland types in South America
are found in the Gran Sabana and Llanos of Venezuela, and in Bolivia, Peru
and Paraguay. Temperate South America claims the vast Argentine pampas and
other grasslands. Fireís role in other South American temperate ecosystems,
such as the Araucaria forests, is poorly understood.
Fire-maintained palm forests and palm savannas are common throughout the
tropics, along with a variety of fire-dependent and fire-influenced coastal and
freshwater marshlands. Scientists are just beginning to understand that fire is
also an integral part of tropical alpine areas such as páramo in the Americas and
Afro-alpine vegetation.
Other strongly fire-dependent environments include Mediterranean-type forests,
shrublands and savannas located in widely dispersed parts of the world; temperate
and boreal coniferous forests and oak-dominated forests and grasslands of North
America, Central Asia, China, Russia and Mongolia; and the eucalypt forests,
savannas and heathlands of Australia.
12.2.4

Fire-Sensitive Ecosystems
Fire-sensitive ecosystems have not evolved with fire as a significant, recurring
process. Species in these areas lack adaptations to respond to fire and
mortality is high even when fire intensity is very low. Vegetation structure and
composition tend to inhibit ignition and fire spread. In other words, they are not
very flammable. Under natural, undisturbed conditions, fire may be such a rare
event that these ecosystems could be considered fire-independent. Only when
these ecosystems become fragmented by human activities, fuels are altered and
ignitions increase, do fires become a problem. As fires become frequent and
widespread, the ecosystem shifts to more fire-prone vegetation. Tropical forests
become savannas of introduced grasses and semi-arid grasslands are invaded by
non-native grasses that create a continuous fuel. On an area basis, 36 percent of
ecoregions are dominated by fire-sensitive ecosystems.
Examples of fire-sensitive ecosystems are the wide variety of tropical and
subtropical broadleaved forests found along both altitudinal and moisture
gradients and temperate zone broadleaved and conifer forests at the wetter end
of the moisture gradient. There are a number of ecosystems whose category is
uncertain. An example is the Chilean Matorral, a Mediterranean-type shrubland.
Although flammable, it appears to lack the regenerative responses to fire of
species found in other types of Mediterranean shrublands around the world. In
some ecosystems the ecological role of fire simply has not been identified.
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12.2.5

Fire-Influenced Ecosystems
This category includes vegetation types that frequently lie in the transition
zone between fire-dependent ecosystems and fire-sensitive or fire-independent
ecosystems, but it may ultimately include broader vegetation types where the
responses of species to fire have not been documented and the role of fire in
maintaining biodiversity is not recognized. They are ecosystems that generally
are either sensitive to fire but contain some species that are able to respond
positively to fire disturbances, or they are ecosystems that would persist in
the absence of fire but fire disturbances play a role in creating certain habitats,
favouring the relative abundance of certain species, and maintaining biodiversity.
In fire-influenced ecosystems, fires generally originate in adjacent fire-dependent
vegetation and spread to varying degrees and at varying intervals into the fireinfluenced vegetation, although a low level of traditional agricultural clearing
and burning may have been important endogenous sources of ignition. Here,
fire may be important in creating certain habitats by opening forest or shrub
canopies, initiating succession and maintaining the transitional vegetation.
Fire-influenced ecosystems present challenging management issues because of
the subtle role that fire may play. Examples include the transition zone of wet
sclerophyll forest between savanna and rain forest that occurs in north-eastern
Queensland, the riparian vegetation or gallery forests along water courses in
savanna or grassland vegetation, the ”islands” of fire-sensitive vegetation often
embedded in a matrix of fire-prone vegetation such as ”hammocks” in the
Everglades of Florida and similar vegetation patterns in the Pantanal of Brazil,
and certain types of tropical and subtropical forests like those identified in
Mesoamerica where fire has maintained the dominance of mahogany (Swietenia
macrophylla) and associated species.
Climate change may cause significant changes in the structure and shifts
in location of fire-influenced ecosystems. In other words, it may be in these
ecosystems where climate change-induced shifts in vegetation will become
most apparent over the short term”.

12.3

The Source of Fire Threats to Biodiversity
The nature of fire-related threats varies depending on ecosystem responses and
the adaptations of species to fire. A wide variety of fire-sensitive ecosystems in
the tropics and elsewhere are threatened by land use activities and vegetation
conversion efforts that either use fire or increase the probability of ignitions.
Forest vegetation that rarely burns and normally resists fire is being modified by
human activities such that fire is entering these ecosystems at shorter intervals.
An initial fire is usually of very low intensity, but the impacts are severe - killing
trees, increasing fuel loads and opening the canopy, allowing fuels to dry and
grasses and ferns to grow. Without subsequent ignitions the forests can recover,
but the predominant trend is toward increased ignitions leading to repeated fires
and rapid changes in vegetation structure and fuel characteristics. Fire creates a
positive feedback loop that leads to increasing flammability and drier conditions.
These fire-sensitive ecosystems are now being exposed to frequent ignitions
and require urgent and aggressive measures to counteract the sources of the
threat or to mitigate their impacts. Experience gained from preventing and
fighting fires in temperate and boreal ecosystems may not be transferable to
tropical environments primarily because of different social and economic
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contexts and due to the costs associated with high-technology fire suppression.
Greater emphasis needs to be placed on the underlying causes of the fires and on
developing local and regional solutions that are sustainable.
Conversely, as governments, land management entities and scientists attempt to
address fire-related threats through policy changes, incentives and communitybased prevention and suppression programs, there is a danger that the vital role
of, and need for, fire in many ecosystems will be overlooked, as was done in
much of the United States over the last century and has occurred in portions of
Australia and Canada. There is a misconception (at least by fire professionals
and the interested public in temperate climes) that the tropics is a vast firesensitive rain forest threatened by rampant logging-induced fire and agricultural
burning. In reality, the tropics include some broadleaved forest types where
periodic fire is part of the system, i.e. fire-influenced ecosystems, but where
excessive burning is clearly a threat. The tropics and subtropics also harbour
ecosystems and habitats that require fire.
12.3.1

Case Studies: Fire as tool for Livelihood and Ecosystem improvement
Currently there are several good examples of case studies highlighting
the importance and reality of anthropogenic fires in improving livelihood,
improving soil conditions, controlling pest and diseases and invasive species
and maintaining biodiversity, in forest ecosystems. The contexts in which fire
is often used are presented below

12.3.1.1

Economic and social context
In Africa and Asia, even though in some case wild fires had been ignited for
apparently no valid ecological reasons, the use of fire had been and is still an
integral part of land use and livelihood systems. Fire is used for field preparation
in slash-and-burn agriculture (Figure 3) on which majority of the rural people
depends to meet energy and food needs.

Figure 3.

Slash-and-burn agricultural land preparation method in Ghana.

(Photo by Mark Appiah)
During the agricultural activities, the local people use fire to control pest, suppress
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weeds. In Ghana for instance, fire is also used to prevent the rottenness of the
palm tree, and to ensure better taste and to increased yield of wine during palm
wine processing. To the hunters, fire is a tool for smoking out games. This tells us
some of the ways in which communities use fire to cultivate crops, manage pests
and disease, hunt and ensure the availability of non-wood forest products. While
the public, particularly those, in developing countries may have the opinion that
fires are always harmful to nature due to the devastating effects of wildfire, they
do recognize some importance of fires that are connected to their livelihood.
They also have different views about wildfire which is important to consider in
strategies for community-based fire management programs. Quite often there is
a mismatch between the perceptions of policy makers, fire managers and those
of local resources users.
12.3.1.2

Nutrient cycling
In grassland ecosystems, fire is the primary mode of decomposition, making it is
crucial for returning nutrients to the soil and allowing the grasslands to sustain
their high productivity. Research of two controlled burns on organic carbon,
revealed, that the total and available nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulphur of surface
soils (0-5cm) of the southern Caldenal region in Argentina (Castelli and Lazzari,
2002) and; confirmed the general accepted trend, that the first controlled burn
generally caused a beneficial effect on the total elements, either immediately,
or one or two years after the burn. It also caused a considerable flush of the
available nutrients that was more persistent under the shrubs. This could be
explained by the fact that grasslands burn more readily than shrub ecosystems,
with fire moving through the stems and leaves of herbaceous plants and only
lightly heating the underlying soil even in cases of high intensity (DeBano et
al. 1998), thus, releasing nutrients that are locked up in slowly decaying woody
material into the forest nutrient recycling system. These results indicated that in
a fire-prone habitat such as in semiarid ecotones, long-term ecosystem health
could rely upon a balance between fire-related nutrient outputs and successionrelated nutrient inputs to ecosystem nutrient capital.

12.3.1.3

Plant growth initiation and forage improvement
Research conducted over the past five decades has revealed that fire not only
helps to maintain the ecosystem but also helps to ensure the availability of
quality forage. For instance, it was found that in South Africa and Namibia,
freshly burnt savanna areas had new plant growth that provided palatable forage
compared to unburnt areas with older grasses. The threshold level seems to be at
4.000 kg/ha of grass sward. Below 4.000 kg/ha burning is not required whereas
anything above 4.000 kg/ha will require burning to remove unpalatable grass
sward. In this part of the world animal keeping is a way of life and domestic
animals like sheep, goats and cattle obtain greater than 85 % of their nutrition
from forage. In addition, wildlife usually intermixes with domestic cattle in
grazing in Sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, pasture created by fire, especially on
lands that is normally unsuitable for crop production, can be a useful source of
forage. More importantly, the fresh forage will encourage large herbivores to
move to less preferred areas in order to minimize the overuse of preferred areas
which are areas kept short by constant grazing (Trollope and Trollope, 1999;
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Archibald et al. 2005), and allow grazing-intolerant grass species to grow in these
areas and thus persist within the ecosystem. Fire does not only helps to ensure
the availability of quality forage, but also certain wildlife species like the ”grass
cutter” and Giant rats do benefit significantly from periodic fires (FORIG, 2003).
12.4.

Ways forward
The fact is that trying to eliminate fire from the wildland is not a practical option,
and has adverse effects on regeneration of some species and biodiversity. Fire
and ecosystems have been linked in many ways for millennia and that must
be recognized for any wildland fire management policy to be effective. More
importantly, fire should be well integrated into the practice of forest conservation
and management. At least there is sufficient information from these case
studies to be sure about the importance of planned burning in ecosystems to
maintain biodiversity, ensure regeneration and improve soil fertility and
forage production, particularly in the savanna areas where biodiversity loss,
soil erosion, and availability of animal feed are environmental issues of great
concern in the future.

Appendix
Figure 1

Fire Regime Status and Trend (TNC, 2004. Fire, Ecosystems & People: A
Preliminary Assessment of Fire as a Global Conservation Issue, The Nature
Conservancy http://www.nature.org/initiatives/fire/science

Figure 2

See page 49.
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